The watershed transformation is a mid-level operation used in morphological image segmentation. Techniques applied on large images, which must often complete fast, are usually computationally expensive and complex entailing ecient parallel algorithms. Two distributed approaches of the watershed transformation are introduced in this paper. The algorithms survey in a Single Program Multiple Data (SPMD) model both local and global connectivity properties of the morphological gradient of a gray-scale image to label connected components. The sequentiality of the serial algorithm is broken in the parallel versions by exploiting the ordering relation between two neighboring pixels successively incorporated in the same region. Thus, a path is traced, for every unlabeled pixel, down to its region of inclusion (whose label is then propagated backwards); in the second algorithm, regions grow independently around their seeds. In both cases only pixels which satisfy the ordering relation are incorporated in any region. This way, not only dierent regions are explored in a parallel fashion, but also dierent parts of the same region, when the latter extends to neighboring subdomains, are treated likewise. Running time and relative speedup evaluated on a Cray T3D parallel computer are used to appreciate the performance of both algorithms. Ó
Introduction
The watershed transformation applied to a gray-scale image detects and labels objects, which are connected components of similar gray-level. The classical fashion to describe the construction of watersheds identi®es an image with a topographical surface. Starting by piercing holes in the regional minima (connected plateaus of constant altitude from which it is impossible to reach a location of lower altitude without having to climb) of the surface, and then slowly sinking it into a lake, water will progressively engulf the basins enclosing various minima. To prevent water from intermingling at the border between dierent basins, a hinder is set up. Once the surface is completely covered by water, the set of obstacles depicts the watershed image. Various de®nitions of watersheds have been proposed in the literature (see Refs. [2, 8, 9, 21, 23] ) for both digital and continuous spaces.
The watershed transformation is prevalently used in industrial, biomedical, and computer vision applications. As concrete examples, we mention here the contribution of watersheds to an automatic system of analysis of images acquired during oil exploration in Ref. [22] , road trac analysis [4] , and also to segmentation of electrophoresis gels [9] , a moving heart (in nuclear medicine) [6] , and 3D holographic images [3] .
Initial eorts in the area of parallel implementation of watersheds came from the work in Refs. [2, 5, 8, 9] since for large images the complexity of the analysis entails fast parallel algorithms. Previous experiments of parallelization of watersheds [11, 16] using the classical sequential algorithm based on an ordered queue [2, 9] resulted in not too ecient implementations. The reason is the highly sequential nature of the approach itself. By parallelizing it, the global ordered queue is divided into several local ordered queues. Therefore, if pixels in one queue in the global ordered queue are disseminated in dierent local ordered queues, a strong synchronization between the processors maintaining those particular local queues is required. In addition, due to the domain decomposition, repeated relabelings of the same pixels are performed to appropriately label parts of catchment basins which do not lie on the same subdomain as the regional minima from which the basins were generated.
Parallel realizations of watersheds based on image integration and sequential raster and antiraster scannings proved to be scalable, but still computationally expensive because of the repeated scannings [12, 16, 17] .
Other parallel implementation of watersheds can be found in Refs. [1, 10, 18] . Due to the recursive nature of the watershed transformation, its parallelization is not a trivial task. In this paper, we aim to exploit a local property of the watershed ooding in order to break the sequentiality of the classical immersion simulation and increase the data locality. As in Ref. [8] , a predecessor±successor¯ooding relation between two consecutive neighboring pixels incorporated into the same catchment basin is established. Further on, following these¯ooding connections between pixels, shortest paths between non-minima and minima, to which region the non-minima belong, are tracked and labeled. For this purpose, two SPMD algorithms are presented in this paper. Although the approaches are dierent, the goal remains the same, namely, to split the morphological gradient of a gray-scale image, regarded as a topographic surface, into geodesic in¯uence zones (see Ref. [2] ).
Both algorithms set labels in separate stages for minima and non-minima, and dierences occur in the latter stage. In the ®rst algorithm, based on rainfalling simulation, every non-minimum pixel on a path a drop of water would slide toward a minimum is labeled, when the drop starts falling from that particular non-minimum point in the topographical relief. Equivalently, one can start and``walk'' downward following a steepest slope line (a path fp 0 Y F F F Y p s g, where for any pair p i Y p i1 , p i1 is the lowest altitude neighboring pixel of p i , or the next closer pixel to a lower gray-level pixel, in the case of a plateau) toward a minimum pixel, and propagate the label of the latter backward along the whole path (see Fig. 1) ; hence, the namè`r ainfalling simulation''. Alternatively, in the second algorithm, water springs from regional minima and immerses higher neighborhoods which have not been already¯ooded (see Fig. 2 ). This bottom±up method is called``hillclimbing simulation''. However, neither of the methods constructs dams between neighboring areas of labels (0-width watersheds).
In every stage, local connectivity is ®rst exploited to compute labels within each subimage, and then the results are merged to set labels for the whole image. Both methods are parallel by nature, solving a multiple origins and multiple destinations (non-minima/minima) connectivity problem [7] . Preliminary results of this work have been published in [13±15] .
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, common de®nitions used in the paper are introduced. Section 3 presents two parallel watershed algorithms; the ®rst is based on rainfalling simulation, and the second on hillclimbing simulation. Section 4 summarizes some key insights into both implementations and their complexity along with experimental results. Finally, the paper is concluded in Section 5.
Preliminary de®nitions
Let h f & Z 2 denote the domain of a two-dimensional (2-D) digital gray-scale image f . The underlying grid q of f is square using four-or eight-connectivity. Also let us denote by x q p fp H P Z 2 jpY p H P qg the set of neighboring pixels of a pixel p with respect to the grid G (see Ref. [23] pp. 584).
The parallelization strategy is based on the distribution of an image in a chessboard manner into P subimages, corresponding to a mapping of the problem to P processors. Thus, the global domain h f is split to equal-sized and disjoint subdo-
Local computations in any location of the distribution subdomain access a regular surrounding neighborhood of that location in four-or eightconnectivity. In order to perform near the edges of each distribution subdomain, the latter is enlarged with an area of one grid point width, such that the underlying subgrids are overlapping. Consequently, h fi fp P h f jx q p fpg h f d i T Yg de®nes the overlapping subdomains. The space enclosed by h fi n h f d i is called extension area. With this dispersion of the image f into subimages f i , one can further de®ne the neighboring subimages of a subimage f i as the set x q f i ff j jh fi h f d j T YY j T ig. In addition, if f i belongs to the workspace of processor i , then x q i f j jf j P x q f i g denotes the set of neighboring processors of i . Let us observe that the notation x q Á has been used to designate the square type neighborhood of a generic object in a grid topology ± pixel, subimage, processor.
It can be noticed that an overlapping subimage f i has two distinct parts: the distribution subdomain, in which computation is actually done, and the encompassing extension area. Let if i Y f j h f d i h fj denote the edge of the distribution subimage comprised in the overlapping subimage f i , neighboring the subimage f j . Similarly, the boundary between two neighboring subimages f i and f j is given by
. ff i Y f j acts as a replica in i 's workspace of the edge if j Y f i of the subimage f j stored in the adjacent processor j . A 3 Â 3 division of a 6 Â 6 image is illustrated in Fig. 3 . The thick rectangle delimits an extended overlapping subdomain around its corresponding distribution subdomain, represented by the shaded area.
The herein introduced algorithms extensively use the terms of minimum and nonminimum. It can be observed in Fig. 1 (a) that pixels within plateaus of minima (shown in boldface) have only neighboring pixels of higher or equal altitude. However, some pixels of altitude 8 belonging to the non-minima plateau starting at location (0,4) (relative to the (0,0) top left corner) have additionally neighboring pixels of lower altitude. These two categories of pixels within connected plateaus are next de®ned. 
De®nition 4.
A plateau of non-minima of altitude h within an image f is a connected plateau which has outer pixels.
Notice that the one-pixel wide plateau of altitude 9 starting at location (2,4) in Fig. 1(a) does not conform the de®nition of a non-minima plateau since it has no outer pixels. Recall that an outer pixel has not only a lower neighbor than itself, but also a neighbor being an inner pixel, which in the exempli®ed case does not exist; all pixels in the plateau have lower neighboring pixels.
Both algorithms rely on ordered¯ooding. p 1 q if p has higher altitude than q, or p and q have the same altitude, but q is closer to a lower border of its plateau than p is (see Ref. [9] pp. 27). The lower distance is a measure of closeness of a pixel within a plateau of non-minima to a lower border.
De®nition 5. The lower distance d is de®ned as follows: dp 0 if p is a minimum; otherwise, it equals the length s of the shortest path
The above mentioned 2-D ordering relation ± in gray-level and lower distance ± can be reduced to 1-D with the lower-complete transformation de®ned next.
De®nition 6. The mapping lp k Â f p dp, Vp P h f , is called the lowercomplete transformation of an image f based on the lower distance image d. k is a constant larger than any lower distance value (for example max pPh f fdpg 1).
With the above mapping, any non-minimum pixel in the lower-complete image has a neighbor of lower altitude than itself (there exists no plateau, except the regional minima). Fig. 4 (a) illustrates the lower distance image of the input image in Fig. 1(a) , while in Fig. 4 (b) the lower-complete transformed image can be observed (k 15). As a result, p 1 1 p 2 i lp 1 b lp 2 . One can easily proof that if f p 1 `f p 2 or, if f p 1 f p 2 and dp 1 `dp 2 , then lp 1 `lp 2 ; and, reversely, if lp 1 `lp 2 then f p 1 `f p 2 or f p 1 f p 2 and dp 1 `dp 2 ; otherwise, if lp 1 lp 2 then f p 1 f p 2 and dp 1 dp 2 .
Consequently, by¯ooding in increasing order of the lower-complete value, a non-minimum pixel p is¯ooded from its steepest lower-complete neighbor, information which can be locally inquired. This is the key solution for splitting the sequentiality of the watershed transformation and allowing parallel threads to develop.
The parallel watershed algorithms
A divide-and-conquer parallel implementation of the watershed transformation based on rainfalling and respectively hillclimbing simulation in a lower-complete image is below described. First, minima are detected and labeled, lower distances inside non-minima plateaus computed, and the lower-complete image generated. Next, rainfalling and hillclimbing of non-minima pixels are separately presented.
Detection and labeling of the minima pixels
In this stage, computation of the lower distance inside plateaus of non-minima pixels and detection and labeling of each regional minimum (a connected plateau of minima) with an unique label are performed at the same time. The pseudo-code of this stage along with explanations follows next. 
Algorithm 1. Detection of minima in each processor
Step (1) comprises the pseudocode for the serial execution of this stage. Thus, at step (1.1), by checking the graylevels of the neighboring pixels in four-or eightconnectivity, p can be classi®ed as a local minimum (strictly higher neighborhood), case in which p is labeled with the current label at step (1.2), an inner pixel (higher or equal neighborhood), or a non-minimum (otherwise).
At step (1.3), a plateau is scanned in a breadth-®rst order, and visited pixels are labeled with the current label value. The examination always starts from an inner pixel which introduces in the list of candidates neighboring pixels of equal altitude (recall that an inner pixel which is not a local minimum has such a neighborhood). A currently investigated candidate pixel q may still satisfy the inner condition; otherwise, it has lower neighbors, and q is an outer pixel. In the latter case, according to the de®nition, the lower distance value is 1, and q is stored in a list. If, after scanning the plateau, the list of outer pixels is not empty, another breadth-®rst scan is performed to reset the label of the plateau to NARM, compute the lower distance function, and update the value k i max rPh d d i fd i rg 1. For this purpose, a wave front, comprising at the beginning all outer pixels, drifts iteratively and exhaustively across the plateau. Pixels swept by a wave set the lower distance to the time stamp of the wave, which is initially 1 and is incremented at each iteration. The partial labels and lower distances inside non-minima plateaus for the image example in Fig. 1(a) are illustrated in Fig. 5 , when four processors are used (`M' stands for MAX_DIST and`N' for NARM). Let us notice that for non-minima pixels which are not on a non-minima plateau, as well as for minima pixels, the lower distance remained MAX_DIST.
Since in the parallel implementation, due to the domain decomposition, a plateau may extend over more than one subdomain, step (1) solely does not produce either a unique label, in the case of a plateau of minima (processors use disjoint ranges of labels) (see the plateau of graylevel 7 in Fig. 1(a) ), or the lower distance is inaccurate because lower brims of the plateau exist in remote subdomains. Moreover, in the latter case, when such lower brims are located only remotely, the part of the plateau analyzed locally will be wrongly classi®ed as a minima plateau (see the plateau of altitude 8 which has two NARM pixels in the top left subimage and minima labeled pixels in the other subimages). Therefore, further steps are performed to update the partial results of step (1) At step (3.3), parts of the same plateau from dierent subimages are merged by adjusting ®rst the label and lower distance of pixels in each subimage edge based on the non-local neighborhood replicated by message passing in the associated boundaries. Thus, if neighboring pixels pertain to the same minima plateau, but have dierent labels, relabeling with the minimal label is performed. For example in Fig. 5(a) , pixels (3, 4) and (3,5) of altitude 7 labeled 2 and 11, respectively; consequently pixel (3,5) will be relabeled 2. Furthermore, the plateau of altitude 8 has been classi®ed as minima in three subimages and, at the same time, it has NARM pixels in the top left subimage, pixel (0,4) and (1, 4) . Consequently, the latter pixels become outer pixels in the top left subimage, and hence their lower distance equals 1, while pixel (0,5) resets its label to NARM and sets its lower distance to 2. Finally, in other situations corrections of the lower distance inside plateaus of non-minima are performed, such that the distances are computed according to the entire set of distributed outer pixels. Therefore, for each edge pixel p, the lower distance is update based on the values of its neighbors in the extension area: dp
Based on all local states, the moment of termination of the loop (3) is detected at step (3.5). The new state is computed by a global OR reduction operation such that the result is available at every processor: stte stte 0 OR stte 1 OR F F F OR stte À1 (see Ref. [20] ). Consequently, if stte is ON in at least one processor, all processors keep exchanging messages; otherwise, the computation has stabilized and the processors stop intercommunicating. The global images of labels and lower distances inside non-minima plateaus can be observed in Fig. 6 .
The global value k max 0 T i` fk i g is computed by a global reduction operation at step (4), using the MAX operator [20] , such that the value of k will be available at every processor (in our example k 15). Each processor i applies next the rule to transform its subimage f i into a lower-complete version l i based on the lower distance subimage d i :
The values in l i , 0 T i`4 can be observed in Fig. 4(b) . In the following, the algorithm acts on the graph representation of the image. Pixels within the image are vertices in the graph, and there is a directed arc from a pixel q to a neighboring pixel p, if lq b lp, and lp minfltjt P xg (p is the steepest neighbor of q). The directed graph thus de®ned is acyclic (it is not possible to return to the same point following only descending paths) and its arrows actually coincide with the ones in Fig. 1(a) , but imposed on the lower-complete image in Fig. 4(b) . Therefore, the graph is a forest whose trees contain non-minima as internal nodes and minima which have non-minima in their neighborhood as leaves.
Flooding of the non-minimum pixels
The labeling problem is restated as follows. Given a forest in which the leaves are labeled, it is desired to label every unlabeled (NARM) pixel in the forest with the label of a leaf with which it is connected by a path. Two algorithms are provided for generating such labelings: ®rst, based on the top±down parsing (rainfalling simulation) of the paths, and second, based on the bottom±up¯ooding (hillclimbing simulation).
Flooding based on the rainfalling simulation
Rainfalling technique is derived from a basic principle from physics: a drop in free fall on a descending topographic surface will move due to gravity downward to the deepest location until it reaches a minimum. Thus, by computing paths originating in non-minimum pixels (internal nodes in the forest) and ending in minima (leaves) rainfalling as in Fig. 1 is simulated. (2) while the queue is not empty f (2.1)for each( j P x q i and stenil i j TRUE)
2)for each pair ((hedY til) GET_QUEUE2()) do steps (1.2),(1.3) with p hed and q til g At step (1), each processor i , in a raster scan over its distribution subdomain l d i , initiates for every non-minimum pixel, which has not been already visited, a search for a minimum. The latter can be reached along a path by following successive arcs in the graph representation of the lower-complete image. An additional subimage next i stores for each non-minimum pixel the following pixel in the path it lies on. Thus, at step (1.1), if p rt is the terminal pixel in the path, the scan either stops, if p rt already lies on another path or is a minimum; otherwise, it extends with a steepest lower-complete neighbor p next of p rt . In the ®rst case q p rt and in the latter case next i p rt 2 p next , p rt 2 p next , and the scan continues.
If the whole path is comprised in l d i , all pixels along the path are labeled with the label of the ending pixel at step (1.2). Otherwise, the path extends to other subdomains and cannot be resolved by i solely. Therefore, the path is unresolved and the head and tail of the path are stored in a queue, awaiting to be resolved. Let us notice that a path is unresolved not only when it hits the edges of the distribution subdomain, but also when it intersects another unresolved path, analyzed before the current path. A FIFO queue stores the terminal pixels of an unresolved queue at step (1.3). PUT_QUEUE2 and GET_QUEUE2 are the two operators performing insertion and removal of a pair from the queue. The result of step (1) can be observed in Fig. 7(a) . Thus, all pixels on resolved paths are labeled, while the other pixels are on unresolved paths and hence still NARM labeled.
Step (2) aims to resolve all unresolved paths through communication. A dynamic, unstructured communication pattern is used at step (2.1). Thus, processor i accounts the neighbors it communicates with based on an array of¯ags stenil i . At the initialization time, V j P x q i , stenil i j TRUE. If stenil i j TRUE, communication with j takes place; otherwise, not. If i receives in the boundary fo i Y o j only labeled pixels, it will not swap again labels with processor j at the next iterations since the maximum information from j upon labels has been already received. Consequently, stenil i j 2 FALSE. Complementary, if i sends a fully labeled edge of pixels io i Y o j to j , it resets the¯ag stenil i j since no further information is needed from j , or provided to j .
At step (2.2), for every pair (hedY til), initially stored into the queue, the til pixel is checked if it has been labeled. If o i til`NARM, then the whole path from hed to til is labeled with o i til. Otherwise, the pair is reinserted into the queue.
After the whole queue has been scanned, new changes of labels of edge pixels are recommunicated to the corresponding neighboring processors. A processor keeps communicating and completing paths as long as there are unresolved paths in its subdomain. When all processors become inactive, all pixels have been labeled and the algorithm stops. Unlike in the previous stage, a processor can decide locally when to terminate the communication loop. No global decision is needed, eliminating thus the overhead of a global reduction operation. Another positive aspect is that no relabelings and no synchronization between paths are required. To each NARM pixel, a single downward pixel from which it gets the label has been stored in next i , such that there is no competition in setting a label to a non-minimum pixel. The global labels are illustrated in Fig. 7(b) .
Flooding based on hillclimbing simulation
An algorithm for computing bottom±up the steepest slope paths as in Fig. 2 is next described. if o i p`NARM and Wq P x q p, o i q NARM then PUT_QUEUE(p) else sl i p 2 minfl i qjq P x q pY l i q`l i pg g (2)while the queue is not empty f
Algorithm 2.2 Labeling of non-minima by hillclimbing simulation in processor
2)for each( j P x q i and stenil i j TRUE)
for each(p P fo i Y o j and o i p`NARM) for each(q P x q p io i Y o j and o i q NARM and sl i q l i p)
The data structure which stores the list of candidates for¯ooding is a FIFO queue initialized at step (1), in each processor, with minima which have non-minima in their neighborhood. During the same raster scan, for every non-minimum (NARM), the steepest lower-complete neighboring altitude is stored into the subimage sl i .
At step (2),¯ooding starting from the seeds previously accumulated into the FIFO queue is performed. Thus, a candidate p removed from the queue attributes its label o i p to all its neighboring pixels q, if there is an arc from q to p in the forest, i.e., sl i q l i p, where l i stands for the lower-complete subimage in processor i . q becomes a candidate and is inserted into the queue.
When the queue of candidates is emptied, either the computed paths hit the boundaries of the distribution subdomain, and they must extend in the neighboring subdomains, or some new candidates from adjacent subdomains must be received in the extension area. Therefore, at step (3.1), processors exchange repeatedly labels of pixels within the corresponding edges of the distribution subdomain. As in Algorithm 2.1, a dynamic unstructured communication pattern is used to avoid multiple transmissions of the same data. However, the stenil i array is altered only at the end of the loop, and not within the Swap module. After the receival of new labels in the extension area, at step (3.2), each unlabeled pixel q, in the edges of the distribution subdomain, is labeled from a pixel p, in the extension area, if p has a label and if p is the steepest lower-complete neighbor of q. q becomes a candidate for¯ooding and is therefore stored in the FIFO queue. If no such new seeds for¯ooding have been found, the subimage o i is completely labeled and the hillclimbing simulation terminates. Otherwise, a new relabeling like at step (2) is performed at step (3.4).
Complexity analysis and experimental results
Both parallel watershed paradigms exploit parallelism in a tile-by-tile fashion. Apart from the lower-complete transformation, each stage parallelizes a global operation in a divide-and-conquer manner.
Regular grid-based distribution is used for a good load balance. Equal-sized block subimages imply roughly the same amount of computation and a faster communication. Two reasons support this statement. On one hand, the length of an edge whose pixels values are exchanged in the combination of partial results is small for a ®ne division and, on the other hand, processors reach the communication point almost at the same time.
Communication patterns are regular initially, only with the nearest neighborhood, but change when¯ooding, as processors become inactive. A processor exchanges with every neighbor the corresponding edge of labels and distances. Thus, for an image of size n Â n distributed to processors, the communication time for each phase is On iterations Â na p , where na p is the length of a subimage edge. The number of iterations n iterations performed until the computation stabilizes is data dependent. The upper limit is n Â p À 1, e.g. in the case of a snake or spiral shape communication thread crossing all processors. In the example in Fig. 8 is an image containing a snake-like plateau which has a lower neighbor only in the down right corner of the image. Thus, the correct lower distance function or the label of the minimum is propagated from processor to processor at each communication step. The communication thread involves a processor as many times the plateau crosses the subimage. The lower limit of n iterations is 1 when no plateau crosses the boundaries of the subimage and non-minima pixels can be labeled locally. After a single iteration, the communication terminates. Note that while¯ooding, a processor becomes inactive as soon as all pixels within the edges are labeled. The above upper limit is still reached, but only by the top left processor; the others need less iterations.
Plateaus are tracked in a breadth-®rst order while paths are generated by a downward depth-®rst pass through the forest in Algorithm 2.1 (rainfalling simulation) and in an upward breadth-®rst scanning in Algorithm 2.2 (hillclimbing simulation).
The local detection and labeling time of plateaus is proportional to the number of pixels in the subimage n 2 a , but the complexity is larger in the presence of plateaus of non-minima, where the lower distance must be computed. Thus, pixels in non-minima plateaus are processed twice. In the linking phase, are reached only pixels within plateaus for which label and/or lower distance have been wrongly assigned. The global operation used for termination implies a O(log P) complexity.
The lower-complete transformation is a point operation and the time consumed is also dependent on the number of pixels in the subimage, n 2 a . When¯ooding locally by rainfalling, non-minima pixels on a resolved path are scanned twice. First downward to track the path, and second, upward to propagate the label which was found. A computational shortcut is used based on the property that if q is already on a path, any pixel p from which q can be reached along a steepest slope line is on the same class as q. However, the complexity is proportional to the number of non-minima in the subimage. The computational linkage part is on the other hand less expensive. Only the til pixels of all unresolved paths are checked for label, and the propagation of the label is linear, given by the length of the path.
Flooding by hillclimbing has two sources of computational overhead. First, a raster scan is performed to initialize the queue of candidates (step (1) in Algorithm 2.2). Second, repeated scannings of the boundaries to propagate¯oodings coming from adjacent subdomains increase the complexity of the second stage.
The total running times of the parallel algorithm implemented on top of MPI [20] on the Cray T3D for images of dierent sizes have been measured and are here presented. The execution time , when processors are used, is tabulated along with the number of iterations in each stage in Table 1 , for the parallel rainfalling technique, and in Table 2 , for the hillclimbing method. For both algorithms and all images, the running time drops signi®cantly down from 1 processor to 128, achieving an ascendent relative speedup 1a . The relative speedup curves can be observed in logarithmic scale in Figs. 9 and 10. Finally one test image along with its segmented version are illustrated in Fig. 11 . 
Conclusions
Two parallel watershed algorithms were presented here to label connected components for image segmentation. Both algorithms start by detecting ®rst the seeds of the regions, the regional minima of the gradient image. The image is then lowercomplete transformed and represented as an acyclic directed graph or forest. Pixels are vertices and there is an arc between any two nodes if their lower-complete values satisfy the given ordering relation. Two methods of propagating the labels of minima, which are leaves, are proposed and compared. One is rainfalling simulation, in which every non-minimum pixel parses arcs downward to a leaf to get labeled; and the other is hillclimbing simulation, in which labels are propagated bottom±up along steepest slope lines.
The aim was to compare the two approaches from the eciency viewpoint and results. It can be observed that both algorithms are scalable, that is, the total execution time drops down, but not linear, with an increasing number of processors. However, increasing relative speedup is achieved until 64 and 128 processors. As expected, the hillclimbing based method is more time consuming than the rainfalling approach, but it scales better than the latter. Finally, the results of the segmentation are similar to those of the serial watershed algorithms which have been shown to produce good results. The parallel algorithms introduced in this paper do however suer from the major shortcoming of traditional serial watershed algorithms, that is oversegmentation. A parallel design solution to this problem can be found in Ref. [19] . 
